Closure of Entrance to Lot 10A/9C

Due to traffic flow problems on Wheeler between Cullen and Entrance 6 stemming from Metro Light Rail utility line construction it is being recommended that the university permanently close Entrance 10 off Wheeler. Complaints continue to surface regarding Cameron Building vehicle traffic using Entrance 10 off Cullen to access parking spaces in Lot 9C. As this will probably become a more frequent practice after the Wheeler entrance is closed, we might also want to consider closing the junction between Entrance 10 off Cullen and Entrance 10 off Wheeler.

As a reminder, the closing off Entrance 10 of Wheeler will only affect vehicle traffic. Vehicles will still be able to access Lots 8, 9 and 10 from the four entrances off Cullen. When the proposed fence line is put in place, there will be a pedestrian gate close to the existing vehicle entrance off Wheeler to allow pedestrians to cross between the Dorm Quad and Lot 9C.